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Abstract. This paper proposed a Region-Coverage based Distributed Intrusion Detec-
tion method (RCDID) in order to solve the intrusion detection problem of Resource-
limited Wireless Mesh Network (WMN). In RCDID, firstly, we divided Snort rule files
into several detection modules by the dependency between rules and rule files to prepro-
cessors, and split large rule files to ensure that the rules and essential preprocessing rules
are divided into the same rule file. Then, all nodes must participate in intrusion detection
for WMN, every node employs the Regional Coverage Optimization (RCO) algorithm to
load detection modules, and it would have multi-monitoring nodes for the detection of
each communication link, achieving the detection of the whole network traffic by detect-
ing all communication links. Experimental results demonstrate that our method has a
better adaptability and scalability in different scale networks, and it has higher memory
utilization and intrusion detection rate, especially in large scale WMN.
Keywords: Wireless Mesh Networks, Resource-limited, Intrusion Detection, Grouping
rule files, Regional Coverage Optimization

1. Introduction. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) is a new generation of wireless net-
work technology which is combined by wireless LAN technology and mobile ad hoc
grid technology [1], and has the characteristics of wide coverage, self-organization, cost-
effective, high reliability, etc. WMN can provide Internet, Intranet networking services in
no network infrastructure areas, and also serve as a backbone communication infrastruc-
ture among hosts and mobile clients. With the increasing application of WMN, WMN
security issues have become increasingly prominent [1,2]. Intrusion Detection (ID) tech-
nology as an important means of network security, plays a very important role in the
network security monitoring system. Because of lacking of superiority nodes which can
detect network traffic (e.g., wired network gateway) and a strong restrictive about hard-
ware resources (e.g., CPU and Memory), the traditional intrusion detection methods are
no longer suitable for WMN [3].

The intrusion detection motheds of WLAN and Wireless Sensor Networks are not appli-
cable to Resource-limited WMN [4,5]. Some researchers have proposed deploying Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) in a few of key nodes [6,7], these methods require deploying a
complete IDS modules in monitoring nodes, and because of limited hardware resources,
only a few modules can be invoked, which results in a lower detection rate. In cooperative
detection methods, grouping method [8] swaps neighbor nodes detecting information; hi-
erarchical methods [9,10] aggregate different layers detecting information. These methods
increase the detection rate, but reduce network performance and have a high detection
latency due to the need to exchange a large amount of detecting information. A traf-
fic paths based IDS solution was proposed for resource-limited WMN [3], however, the
majority of real-world traffic paths of WMN applications are constantly changing, and it
might not be feasible for them.
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This paper proposes a Region-Coverage based Distributed Intrusion Detection method
(RCDID). On the premise of no node (Mesh router or Access point) being overloaded,
running an IDS instance for each node, the monitoring object is the communication links,
the traffic on each communication link can be detected by multi-monitoring nodes, and
the Intrusion Detection Rate (IDR) can be enhanced through optimizing distribution of
detection modules on the nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic principle of the
region coverage model is introduced, and the modular grouping for Snort rule files is also
given as a necessary background, and the RCO algorithm is also elaborated. Section 3
describes experimental results and analysis, and conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Intrusion Detection Method Based on Region Coverage. The system model
of RCDID conforms with the IEEE 802.11S WLAN Mesh standard [11].

2.1. Detection system. In this paper, detection system employs open-source ID tool
Snort. Firstly, the data acquisition mode of Snort was improved to detect single-hop and
multi-hop attacks simultaneously. It is feasible to asynchronously get network data of
local and upstream interfaces by running a single Snort instance and opening two Libpcap
packet capture handles. Experimental results in Aruba AirMesh MSR1200 router showed
the memory load of improved Snort increased by only 3% compared to the original.

2.1.1. Modular rule files. Snort detection engine is based on thousands of detecting rules
and preprocessors. It can reduce the complexity of Snort rules by decreasing the amount
of rule files and independent preprocessor. Experiments showed that the modular rule
files can reduce the dependence on the preprocessors and save memory overhead.

2.1.2. The composition of modular grouping. We parsed each detection rule by the key-
words which represent rules dependency [12], according to the dependency of rules and
rule files to preprocessors, splitting large rule files to ensure that the rules and essential
preprocessing rules are divided into the same rule file. Snort preprocessor is implemented
by plugins, and plugins can be written based on actual needs, therefore, Snort has good
scalability.

In this paper, we describe the set of all detection modules by M = {mk|mk is a set of
detection rules}, where K is the size of |M |. The set of preprocessors is represented by
C = {cr|cr is a group of preprocessors}, where R is the size of |C|. We divided the rule
files into 6 modules and 12 modules respectively, and grouped Snort preprocessors based
on the dependency of rule files to preprocessors and their functionality. Here, we did not
enumerate the grouping detail due to the limited space of this paper.

According to experimental results in Aruba AirMesh MSR1200, the memory load of
each detection module and preprocessor are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Table 1. 6-module memory load

Modular ID Memory load ID Memory load ID Memory load

6 modules
m1 13.32% m3 13.04% m5 14.66%
m2 14.66% m4 17.33% m6 17.33%

Table 2. Preprocessors’ memory load

Grouping ID Memory load

3 Groups

c1 15.2%
c2 1.3%
c3 1.1%
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It is noted that we assume each module requires all three groups of preprocessors when
the corresponding rule files are invoked. Every module requires the preprocessor c1, and
also requires preprocessor c2 or c3. Therefore, the extra overhead on every node is at most
1.3%.

2.2. Region-coverage solution. It needs to obtain maximum Link Coverage Rate (LC-
R), so the nodes which cover the communication link should load maximum detection
modules.

2.2.1. Basic concepts. In a given network, it can be regarded as an undirected graph
G = {V, E}, where V is the set of network nodes (Mesh routers or Access points), and
E is the set of backbone communication links. We assign n represents the amount of
nodes, and q represents the amount of communication links. Then, V = {v1, v2, . . ., vn},
E = {e1, e2, . . ., eq}.

Figure 1. Network sample

In order to acquire the distribution information of detection modules on links, we take
Figure 1 as an example to define some concepts as follows.

Definition 2.1. The mapping matrix between links and nodes, is represented by Dq×n

where dij = 1 means that node vj can detect link ei. It should be noted that if a link ei

connect to the node vj directly, or the node vj connect with the two nodes which link ei is
directly connected, the node vj can monitor link ei.

Definition 2.2. The distribution matrix of detection modules on nodes, is represented by
Sn×k where sjk = 1 means that node vj has loaded the detection module mk.

Definition 2.3. The distribution matrix of detection modules on the links, is represented
by Lq×K = Dq×n · Sn×K, where lik = 1 means that the link ei can be detected by detection
module mk.

For a given communication link ei,

LCRi = |Mi|/|M | (1)

where Mi is the set of modules which can detect the link ei.

2.2.2. Problem formulation. RCDID requires loading maximum detection modules on
nodes without overload, so we need to calculate the total memory load of nodes.

We denote the memory load of detection module mk and preprocessor cr by wm
k and wc

r

respectively (see Tables 1 and 2). The basic memory load (without preprocessor or rule
actived) is represented by vector B = [b1, b2, . . ., bn]. The memory threshold (maximum
allowable memory load) is represented by vector T = [t1, t2, . . ., tn], and it is usually set
by network administrator.
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Definition 2.4. The total memory load of node vi,

Wi = bi +
∑

mk∈Mi

wm
k +

∑
cr∈Ci

wc
r (2)

if Wi > ti, the detection modules on node vi will be disabled.

RCDID needs to obtain maximum LCR, and T is memory load constraint, therefore,
this optimization problem can be formulated as a non-linear programming problem as
follows:

MAX 1/q
(
ET · L(D · S) · E

)
(3)

S.T W T ≤ T T (4)

where Function (3) is average link coverage rate; Function (4) is a constraint of memory
load on every node, where the vector W represents total memory load of all nodes.

2.3. Regional Coverage Optimization algorithm. We adopt a distributed solution
and propose a Regional Coverage Optimization (RCO) algorithm – nodes can locally
decide which detection modules they should run.

In RCO, we assign the region which a monitoring node can cover as an optimized
region, every node randomly selects non-repeat detection modules according to its memory
threshold, and then optimizes the distribution of detection modules in the same region by
the broadcast about the information of loading detection modules on the smaller number
neighbor nodes. The set of maximum executable detection modules on node, represented
by U . RCO Problem is designed as RCO Algorithm. The communication overhead and
delay can be neglected due to that the broadcast among nodes is only once and exchange
information is very little.

RCO Algorithm
1. Initialization(M,Wm,W c, b, t)
2. while M ! = null do
3. mk = Random(M)
4. l = wm

k + W c + b
5. if l ≤ t then
6. U = U + mk

7. M = M − {mk}
8. t = t − wm

k

9. end if
10. end while
11. Return U

3. Experiment and Simulation.

3.1. Experimental verification. In order to validate the feasibility of RCDID, we built
a Mesh network environment shown in Figure 2, and we deployed the improved Snort in
MSR 1200. Attacker Clients was installed to run IDS Informer, and attack data is defined
by each detection module rules. We launched different types of attacks from Attacker
Clients to the Clients in the same Mesh Router and other Clients which connect to other
Mesh Routers. The alerts generated by the Response Server proved that our proposed
solution is feasible for WMN.

Because of restrict experiment conditions, we evaluated the performance of RCDID in
different scale networks by Matlab and compared with the methods in literature [3,6].
The basic memory load of nodes was 32% which is acquired from verification experiment.
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Figure 2. LAN experimental environment

Figure 3. Average Link Coverage Rate

3.2. Average Link Coverage Rate. We randomly created 50 networks composed by
10 nodes, and Figure 3 shows the average LCR for 6-module and 12-module configuration.

As shown in Figure 3, we can see that the LCR of 12-module is a little higher than 6-
module, when the memory threshold is lower. It indicates that 12-module is more suitable
for smaller memory hardware condition. Experimental results indicate that the LCR of
RCDID can be more than 90%, when memory threshold reaches 80%.

3.3. Intrusion Detection Rate and memory utilization. We created a network com-
posed by 10 nodes and simulated 100 single-hop attacks and 20 multi-hop attacks (ran-
domly chose from 2 to 6 hops). We respectively measured the Intrusion Detection Rates
and memory utilizations for EEMON [7], PRIDE [3] and RCDID.

According to the theory of RCDID, the variation trend of LCR represents the variation
trend of IDR. Through the analysis of the variation trend of LCR in Figure 3, the LCR
increases obviously when the memory threshold is from 65% up to 75%; the LCR increases
steadily when the memory threshold is from 75% up to 90%; the LCR basically reaches
the peak value when the memory threshold is over 90%. Thus, we chose the Intrusion
Detection Rates and memory consumption when the memory threshold is 70%, 80% and
90% respectively as the evaluation criteria and uniformly employed 6-module configuration
to evaluate the three methods. Experimental comparison results are shown in Tables 3,
4 and 5.

Table 3. Memory threshold being 70%

Method Single-hop IDR Multi-hop IDR Memory utilization
EEMON 10% 43% 33%
PRIDE 15% 67% 62%
RCDID 31% 93% 65%
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Table 4. Memory threshold being 80%

Method Single-hop IDR Multi-hop IDR Memory utilization
EEMON 12% 51% 35%
PRIDE 34% 83% 73%
RCDID 43% 95% 76%

Table 5. Memory threshold being 90%

Method Single-hop IDR Multi-hop IDR Memory utilization
EEMON 16% 69% 38%
PRIDE 37% 87% 69%
RCDID 56% 97% 83%

We can conclude from above experimental results as follows:
(1) EEMON deploys the same detection modules only on few nodes, and thus, it has a

very low average IDR of Single-hop attacks and a lower average memory utilization; with
memory threshold increasing, the average IDR of Multi-hop attacks can reach 70%.

(2) PRIDE deploys different detection modules only on the nodes which are along the
traffic paths, and the average IDR of Single-hop attacks and average memory utilization
are higher than EEMON, because the amount of its monitoring nodes is more than that
in EEMON; with traffic path length increasing, the average IDR of Multi-hop attacks can
reach 90%. However, the IDR maybe very low due to the network topology and traffic
paths may change frequently in practical WMN.

(3) RCDID deploys detection modules on all nodes, and both average IDR and average
memory utilization are higher than another two methods. The average IDR of Multi-hop
attacks is very high due to that every link can be detected by multi-monitoring nodes.

3.4. Impact of network density. The performance of 10 and 20 nodes networks are
measured by the above experiments, and in order to validate the impact on different net-
work density, we additionally created a network model composed by 5 nodes. According
to the theory of RCDID, network density does not affect the IDR of Single-hop attacks
which is based on the local traffic, and therefore, we only consider the Multi-hop attacks.
Experimental comparison results are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b).

The experimental results show that (1) in the same conditions, the larger network den-
sity is, the higher Link Coverage Rates are, and the higher Intrusion Detection Rates are;
(2) the average IDR is over 90% when network density is more than 10 nodes and memory
threshold is over 75%; (3) RCDID has a better adaptability in large scale networks.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. The effect of network density: (a) average LCR; (b) average IDR
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4. Conclusions. This paper proposed a Region-Coverage based Detection method for
Resource-limited WMN. It is very appropriate for the large scale WMN which network
topology and traffic paths change frequently. When the memory threshold exceeds 90%,
there may cause a load imbalance problem due to that detection modules are selected
randomly. Thus, improving the method of selecting detection modules for monitoring
nodes will be our future work.
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